EUROPE AND FASCISM IN UKRAINE
In the Dnepropetrovsk region, local fascist organizations appealed to the public supervisory board under the management of the
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU).
Their demand is to disclose the names, surnames and addresses of the fans who went to the World Cup in the "aggressor country".
Representatives of public organizations have the right to access this kind of public information. In addition to the SBU, they intend to
receive lists of fans-"traitors" from the Border Guard Service of Ukraine.
The fascists are preparing a massacre. The first who submits a request were "Gidnist and volya", "Avtomaydan", "Kozaki" and "Kolo
zagiblich". Their request through the Public Council of the Security Service of Ukraine has already been sent by the "C14" fighters,
known for their attacks on unarmed Russians ("separars", "separatists").
The leader of the ultra-right group "C14", the leader of Kiev football fans Eugen Karas recently became a member of the Council of
Public Control under the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU). Also, a trio of Nazis from the movement "Democratic
Ax of the Horde" - Maxim Dižečko, Tatyana Lokatskaya, Anatoly Mazur. The main Odessa Nazi, a member of the fascist "Right
Sector" Sternenko almost got into the company, but he stabbed a man and did not have enough votes.
It is these Nazis who, for a year, on behalf of the public, will monitor the work of the NABU and make decisions on the personnel
issues of the bureau. Exactly the same bloody audience gathered in the public supervisory board of the SBU of the Dnepropetrovsk
region. For example, the chairman of the council, Oleg Moroz is an ardent Maydanshchik, the leader of the same organization
"Gednist i Will." The deputy of the regional council from the party "Dill", Pan Moroz for several years was on the maintenance of the
closest associate of Kolomoisky, the main organizer of punitive battalions Gennady Korban. Now he switched to bread of Svyatoslav
Oleinik, a famous fascist- theosophist, deputy governor of Dnepropetrovsk region.
Last time the members of the local council of the SBU reminded of themselves last autumn, when several people were shot at the
largest residential area of the Victory massif. One of the bandits who opened fire was Denis Rozov, an activist of “Rukh Vylna
Dolya” and a secretary of the supervisory board under the SBU in Dnepropetrovsk region.
But fascism does not end with separate fascist Ukrainian organizations. Is not the killing of civilians a fascism?
The OSCE special monitoring commission stated that after the capture of the APU in the village of Chigari near Gorlovka, the life of
local residents became much worse: "The streets were empty after many residents were forced to flee to neighboring Toretsk-town
and Gorlovka-city. Those who decided to stay suffer because of the lack of essential goods and get used to new neighbors, as the
soldiers of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, present on almost every street, occupy houses and build military positions in the courtyards
of some of them. About 150 residents lived in these houses, but now almost all houses now are half ruined, burned to the ground,
many are abandoned or occupied by the military. None of them still have electricity, only a few have running water or drinking water.
"
But where is the condemnation of the Ukrainian fascists? There is no condemnation. Five civilians died as a result of the shelling of
Gorlovka alone by Ukrainian fascists, two children and three women were killed. The commission didn’t notice, didn’t see killed
people.
And how does the European civilized community react to fascism in Ukraine? Of course, in any way.
How else can it react if the marriage between man and animal was registered for the first time in the history of Sweden. Spouses Erika
Lindström and horse Porgi sought this right for 2 years in various courts of the country. The final point was set by the administrative
court of Stockholm, which obliged the competent authority to register the union of the lovers officially. "I'm very happy, Porgy and I
have been waiting for this day for a long time. Now our descendants will be born in a legitimate marriage and will be able to claim the
inheritance without any problems. And most importantly, now the whole country will be able to contract marriages with animals. This
is absolutely legal", - said Erika Lindström.
Sweden is a free democratic country, it defends the rights of the Nazis to kill Russians.
How does the Kremlin react to the events? No way too! More precisely, the Kremlin reacts like this: it is forbidden to call Ukrainian
fascists in mass media, Ukrainian fascists are called nationalists or patriots. The Kremlin also does not want to notice fascism in
Ukraine. In the interview with the Austrian ORF television, Putin did not mention that the Ukrainian fascists shot 8 buses with
unarmed Crimeans, he did not want to talk Bandera troops in Ukraine, he named them nationalists. He only said that the coup in
Ukraine was unconstitutional. But the Crimean people did not read the Ukrainian Constitution, they do not know it. Putin spoke about
the referendum in the Crimea. But he completely forgot about the referendum in the Donbass and Lugansk region!
By the way, in response to the request of the editor-in-chief of the “Kiev Jewish” Eleonora GROYSMAN, newspaper “Ukrainian
Truth” writes, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine allowed Ukrainians to call Jews in other common way – zhid (greedy). The Ministry
did not find in the Ukrainian legislation rules that would prohibit the use of such words.
For the dessert - Turchinov's plan, testimony of witnesses at the trial
https://youtu.be/r2bVJLpYbW8
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